ScottMadden Shares Practical Tips for Implementing Robotic
Process Automation in Your Organization
ATLANTA, GA – (October 19, 2017) – ScottMadden, Inc., a general management consulting
firm, recently partnered with ADP, a leading provider of human resources management software
and services, to host a webcast focused on implementing robotic process automation (RPA).
RPA has been a significant game changer for organizations and can yield substantial operational
benefits. While many are considering the technology and others are piloting it, you may not know
how to get started. There’s a lot of hype out there on the web, but there’s also some practical
“straight talk” you need to understand the journey you are embarking on.
What is RPA and how can it make a difference? Is it right for your organization? And, if so, are
you prepared? During the session, Brad DeMent, partner and finance and accounting practice
lead at ScottMadden, reviewed this innovative transformation tool, while ADP shared its own
case study. Attendees learned practical tips for selecting processes, determining IT needs,
developing robots, and establishing a sustainable governance model.
“There are many RPA marketing myths that must be navigated by the newcomer. The best way
to cut through these myths is to perform a small RPA process pilot and move it to production.
The companies we have helped develop RPA pilots for have learned what IT infrastructure is
required, what skillsets are needed, how much licenses cost, and what types of licenses are
needed. More importantly, when we help companies point RPA pilots to production, we learn
what role HR must play in managing change, and what governance roles must be in place to
sustain an RPA program,” said Mr. DeMent.
For information related to our insights and laying the groundwork for RPA success, please
contact us at info@scottmadden.com.
About ScottMadden’s Corporate & Shared Services Practice
ScottMadden has been a pioneer in corporate and shared services since the practice began
decades ago. Our Corporate & Shared Services practice has completed more than 1,600
projects since the early 90s, including hundreds of large, multi-year implementations. Our clients
span a variety of industries from entertainment to energy to high tech. Examples of our projects
include business case development, shared services design, and shared services build support
and implementation.
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ScottMadden is the management consulting firm that does what it takes to get it done right. Our
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Transformation, and Rates, Regulation, & Planning. We deliver a broad array of consulting
services ranging from strategic planning through implementation across many industries,
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